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Abstract

In this paper we present the Active Documents Paradigm (semantically annotated documents associated with
a content commons that holds the corresponding background ontologies) and the Planetary system (as an active
document player). We show that the current Planetary system gives a solid foundation and can be extended modularly
to address most of the criteria of the Executable Papers Challenge.
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1. Introduction1

The Executable Papers Challenge (EPChallenge) calls for a framework that allows papers to be executable, give2

access to provenance and copyright/licensing information, and support various forms of validation. We contend that3

these challenges can be realized based on semantically annotated documents together with semantic background4

ontologies, which we call the content commons. This information can then be used by user-visible, interactive5

services like program execution, computation, visualization, navigation, information aggregation and information6

retrieval. Finally a document player application can embed these services to make documents executable. We call this7

framework the Active Documents Paradigm (ADP), since documents can also actively adapt to user preferences and8

environment rather than only executing services upon user request. In this paper, we present the ADP with a focus on9

the Planetary system as a document player on three distinct annotation levels, “presentation structure”, “semantic”,10

and “formal”.11

The Planetary system (see [1] for an introduction) is a Web 3.0 system1 for semantically annotated document12

collections in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM). In our approach, documents published in13

the Planetary system become flexible, adaptive interfaces to a content commons of domain objects, context, and their14

relations. The system achieves this by providing embedded user assistance through an extended set of user interactions15

with technical documents, based on an extensible set of client- and server-side services that draw on explicit (and thus16

machine-understandable) representations in the content commons.17

2. The Planetary System: Current State18

Development on the Planetary system began in summer 2010 based on an established set of knowledge man-19

agement components; we have tested it on a variety of paradigmatic document collections, which we will describe20

1We adopt the nomenclature where Web 3.0 stands for extension of the Social Web with Semantic Web/Linked Open Data technologies.
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Figure 1: Interacting with an arXiv Article via FoldingBar, InfoBar, and Discussion Thread

now. We group these by the level of semantic markup involved: generally, more semantic markup translates into more21

active documents, but requires a higher investment of the authors (but see Section 3.1). Note that Planetary gracefully22

adapts to the level of markup available: even though it was designed for the “semantic level” (see Section 2.2), it can23

also function well with a level of markup that can be extracted from pre-existing document formats, e.g. LATEX (we call24

this the “presentation structure level”). The study of different levels of semantic saturation of individual documents is25

complemented by looking at libraries and collections of interlinked documents; Section 2.4 covers this aspect.26

2.1. The Presentation Structure Level: Planetary arXiv and PlanetMath27

The importance of the presentation structure level is that Planetary can turn legacy documents into active docu-28

ments by transforming them into XHTML+MathML+SVG-encoded documents with semantic annotations in RDFa.29

We have transformed over half a million articles from the Cornell ePrint arXiv to XHTML+MathML with La-30

TeXML [2], preserving properties like document and formula structures and embedded them into an instance of31

the Planetary system [3].32

The document structure can then be exploited for a FoldingBar service (see on the left in Figure 1) and for33

localizing discussions about document content to document structures and subformulae – e.g. for questions/answers,34

or reviewers’ comments. In the situation in Figure 1 we have clicked on formula (1), which pops up the IconMenu35

with three options: reporting errors in the content (bug icon), asking/answering a question (question mark icon), and36

accessing the discussion threads of this element (balloons icon). Here, a click on the question mark icon allowed us37

to pose a question and hope for an anser by other users in the forum. Figure 1 also shows the Planetary InfoBar38

with information markers on the right, which indicate the availability and state of the discussion threads pertaining39

to information objects in the line they are horizontally aligned with. Clicking them will highlight all items that40

have discussions. Localized discussions have proven a very valuable tool for community-based validation of papers,41

especially if they are coupled with a discussion subscription/trackback system for readers and personal notification42

system for authors.43
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⇓

The formula structure allows us to provide semantic services like subformula44

folding. The image on the right shows a formula from [3] where we right-clicked on45

the formula s = si +vi∆t + 1
2 a(∆t)2 for the law of uniformly accelerated motion to get46

the Planetary context menu. Folding a subformula (i.e., replacing it by an ellipsis47

marker yielding s = si + . . .) yields the lower (simplified) formula, which in turn can48

be unfolded again whenever wanted.49

2.2. The Semantic Level: Semiformal Digital Libraries50

We can considerably improve the user experience by extending the depth of semantic annotations. For this we51

employ OMDoc [4] (Open Mathematical Documents), an XML-based content-oriented, semiformal representation52

format for scientific and technical documents. It builds on the OpenMath/MathML3 semantic representation format53

for mathematical formulae [5, 6]. OMDoc extends OpenMath with an infrastructure for context and domain models54

from Formal Methods, as well as a generic document infrastructure. At the semantic level Planetary is based on55

STEX documents [7], which can be transformed to OMDoc and via a user-adaptive and context-based presentation56

process further to XHTML+MathML+SVG+RDFa. The generated OMDoc documents are committed to an instance57

of the versioned XML database TNTBase [8] that indexes them by semantic functional criteria, and can then perform58

server-side semantic services via user-defined XQuery queries.59

i) Definition Lookup

ii) Semantic Folding

⇓

v) Unit Conversion

iii) Prerequisites Navigation

Figure 2: User Services at the Semantic Level

TNTBase thus becomes a source of the user-adaptive, custom-generated documents forming60

Planetary’s content commons. Many semantic services can directly be derived from this setup. At61

the semantic level, the IconMenu we know from Figure 1 can be extended, depending on the services62

available for the semantic item in focus. The book icon triggers definition lookup (see item i) below)63

and the graph and portrait icons prerequisites navigation (see iii)). Figure 2 shows results of these64

and other services.65
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Figure 3: Formal Representations Adapted to Distinct User Settings (Customized via the DocDash Widget on the Right)

i) Definition Lookup: All technical terms and symbols in formulae presented in Planetary are linked to their se-66

mantic counterparts in the content commons, which in turn are linked to their definitions [9].67

ii) Semantic Folding: If any explanations of the meanings of subformulae have been added as annotations, folding68

can use these instead of “. . .”. In Figure 2/ii) the motion law above is semantically folded to s0 + sv + sa and the69

abbreviations s∗ are explained via flyover help.70

iii) Prerequisites Navigation: As the content commons has an inherent notion of semantic dependency, we can71

use that to show prerequisites leading to a concept. Currently Planetary supports two ways of dealing with72

prerequisites: i) a concept graph view, where the required concepts can be navigated on demand by clicking on73

concept nodes, and ii) guided tours, where the necessary content is generated in a coherent narrative [10].74

iv) Executable Formulae: As the formulae in the documents are generated from OpenMath objects, we can export75

them to a computer algebra system like Mathematica (or in our case the open-source system GAP [11], which76

has been made available as an OpenMath-based Web service [12]) for evaluation, graphing, or experimentation.77

v) Unit Conversion: In scientific papers, formulae often contain expressions for measurable quantities; these can be78

automatically converted to other unit systems [9].79

Note that the underlying OMDoc format and the services based on it address a peculiarity of documents in the STEM80

disciplines. Here, documents are dynamic in the sense that they declare new concepts, definitions, model assumptions,81

terminology, notations, etc., as they go along, or else they explicitly (or implicitly) import such items from other82

documents. As a consequence, all knowledge items in STEM documents have a non-trivial context of declarations.83

This must be managed explicitly in our representations of these documents, in the content commons, and within user84

interaction in order for semantic services to be effective. This effect is especially pronounced in mathematical sciences85

(including Computer Science, Physics, etc.), and somewhat less so in Chemistry and the Life Sciences, where a global86

context in the form of external terminology and notation databases often suffices.87

2.3. The Formal Level: Specification and Verification88

Finally, we can use Planetary as a frontend system for completely formal content. OMDoc is also a foundation-89

agnostic integration format for mathematical knowledge that can express web ontologies [13, 14], program specifica-90

tions and verifications [15], and even representations of logics in logical frameworks like LF [16]. In formal systems,91

documents are dominated by complex formulae, and users need support in navigating, abstracting, and evaluating92

them in order to cope with this complexity. Figure 3 shows how fully formalized formulae can be adapted to user93

preferences, about, e.g., the level of brackets and the availability of inferred arguments or definitions. Further seman-94

tic services at the fully formalized level include access to automated theorem provers via the HETS system [17] and95

argument reconstruction via the Twelf system [18].96

It is important to note that programs (and program fragments) are also knowledge items at the fully formal level,97

as all their semantics can be recovered by parsing. Program fragments are not yet supported by Planetary (but see98

section 3.4).99
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2.4. The Network Layer: Library Integration of Document Metadata100
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Figure 4: Levels of Organisation of Content

We have concerned ourselves with individual active docu-101

ments at various levels of semantic saturation so far. The Plan-102

etary system adds infrastructure for document collections and103

libraries as well (see Figure 4 and [19] for details). The library104

organizational level is realized as individual Planetary installa-105

tions and provides the base URI of the system and its content.106

Examples include our Planetary-based scientific encyclopedia107

portal [20] or a course system. In these examples, the collec-108

tion level corresponds to individual disciplinary encyclopedias109

such as PlanetMath [21] or individual courses in the course sys-110

tem. The contribution of the library and collection levels consists111

mostly in an inter-document, or network, layer of semantics via the aggregation of document metadata annotations.112

We represent metadata and cross-links between documents and their fragments as RDF graphs, reusing existing meta-113

data vocabularies/ontologies2 wherever appropriate. Planetarymakes metadata and links editable to authors via LATEX114

convenience macros, whereas some administrative metadata (e.g. the date of last modification) are recorded automati-115

cally. For services that interact with an active document, we employ semantics-preserving transformations that embed116

the metadata and links as user-invisible but machine-readable RDFa annotations.117

We keep metadata separate from the analysis of document semantics above to emphasize its independence of the118

document content, going one meta level up. This is also the justification behind its primary role as a connector (or119

least common denominator) between collections or entire libraries of documents, as opposed to the intra-document120

aspects outlined previously.3 To enable this functionality, we add an RDF triple store as a system component and121

integrate it via its SPARQL endpoint API.122

The utility of such annotations comes from (i) their reintegration into access methods or identifiers to collection123

and library subsets, and from (ii) the way Planetary makes the vocabularies of these annotations customizable and124

extensible within the system. Regarding (i), a generic mechanism of a “view” on a collection of documents can be125

instantiated to both simple and complex realizations, such as viewing the encyclopedia of PlanetMath alphabetically,126

by the Math Subject Classification (MSC [23]) categories of its articles or by posing the query “top rated new articles127

on Abelian groups, which were revised in the last three months (i.e. since I last read about such groups)”. By making128

such views accessible by their own URLs, Planetary leverages the power of the resource locators in order to point129

to dynamic pages, which resolve an encoded metadata query. This new use of URLs generalizes the classic idea of130

what a resource is, in order to provide a more expressive way to communicate for users, for example in discussions131

about refactoring content, citing prior work, or pinpointing the next steps of a future effort. Regarding (ii), Planetary132

treats the annotation vocabularies used for metadata and links – their informal description, their formalization, and133

their documentation – exactly like any other of its STEM documents. In previous work (cf. [13, 24]), we have134

demonstrated that the OMDoc and STEX languages subsume common semantic web ontology languages, such as135

OWL, and go beyond them in their support for logical heterogeneity (cf. Section 2.3), integrated documentation136

up to literate programming (cf. Section 3.4), and modularity and reuse. By making the vocabularies editable inside137

Planetary, we enable the community to customize them. This is particularly powerful when a vocabulary immediately138

defines the functionality of a service, as is the case with our semantic discussion and refereeing facility explained in139

Section 3.3. Users (with sufficient permissions) can thus enhance the functionality of the service by introducing new140

vocabulary, they can refine the functionality by extending the formalization of existing vocabulary, and they can enable141

better user assistance by elaborating the documentation of those vocabulary terms that system functionality is based142

on. In that sense, the ontology is the API of the Planetary system.143

We thus have the potential to envision metadata-enhanced social-semantic features such as subscribing to custom144

news feeds, social bookmarking, interoperability with external libraries and more.145

2Here, we use the terms “vocabularies” and “ontologies” synonymously. Ontologies are the usual means of formalizing the semantics of
vocabularies on the Semantic Web.

3Note that this separation is not total as there are interactions between the metadata level and the document semantics level. For instance,
following a practice from the PlanetMath encyclopedia we use the NNexus tool [22] to semi-automatically discover concepts within documents (a
document feature) and add links to their defining encyclopedia articles (a network feature).
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2.5. The Active Documents Paradigm and the EPChallenge146

We see the main impact of the Active Documents Paradigm and the Planetary system to the EPChallenge con-147

centrated on the semantic level described in Section 2.2. At the presentation structure level the embeddable semantic148

services are largely limited by the semantic information that can be recovered from the LATEX sources4. In the future149

some semantic annotations can be automatically discovered by heuristic or linguistic analysis methods [25], enabling150

services from the semantic level to be deployed on legacy documents. These analysis methods are subject to active151

research in our group, but beyond the scope of this paper.152

Importantly, the Planetary system supports the incremental semantic upgrade of documents: any semantic anno-153

tation is directly made available to the semantic services, making documents more interactive, and thus contributes154

to the user experience of the enhanced active documents. This constitutes an opportunity for crowd-sourcing the155

semantic annotation of documents: Communities may propose annotations to documents which the document owner156

can then accept or reject. We can also think of alternative methods for quality control of semantic annotation, e.g.157

reputation/karma-based ones. A prerequisite for this will be tools that allow other users to express the semantic158

annotations, collect them, and incorporate them into the Planetary content modules as if they were author-supplied.159

3. The Planetary EPChallenge Version160

In this section we sketch how the Planetary system can be extended to answer most of the EPChallenge criteria161

before ICCS in June 2011. Details can be found on [26].162

3.1. Semantic Editing Support163

Figure 5: Autocompletion with Definition Suggestion

One of our priorities is to make the authoring process164

of semantic documents/discussions (to reach the semantic165

level) as easy as possible. We do that by providing a web-166

based authoring environment which lifts in-browser edit-167

ing of STEX documents to the level of popular LATEX edi-168

tors. Moreover, the environment is aware of STEX seman-169

tics and can highlight fragments according to their func-170

tions (semantic syntax highlighting) as well as suggest au-171

tocompletions based on the context at request location. Crucially, the editor supports the creation of semantic links172

between documents, which is very tedious without this extension. For example, we implemented an instant search173

feature which helps the author in finding semantic concepts defined in other documents and subsequently reuse them174

without leaving the editing environment. Also, hovering over a concept shows its definition (if available), that is a175

definition lookup in the source document.176

3.2. Integrated Semantic/Formula Search177

Currently, the Planetary system only supports standard text-based search of the LATEX/STEX sources of articles and178

forum posts. We plan to integrate our currently independent semantic formula search engine MathWebSearch [27]179

for semantic content, using semantic copy-and-paste to alleviate/circumvent the remaining “math input problem”.180

With such a formula search engine, a user can search mathematical content by its structure, e.g. the recollection181

that the energy of a signal f (t) is given by the square of the signal integrated over time which can be expressed by182

a schema
∫ h

l
f (x)2dx, where the boxed variables are search variables. This would find e.g. Parseval’s Theorem183

1
T

∫ T
0 s2(t)dt =

∑∞
k=−∞ ‖ck‖

2 (the search also took into account renaming the bound variable) which allows to compute184

the energy. Note that the definition lookup feature shown above comes in very handy here to look up the meaning185

of ck: they are Fourier coefficients of s. The main problem to be solved here is to automatically infer the context of186

semantic elements in the documents. Formula search at the presentation structure level can be realized via heuristic187

transformations from presentation to content markup.188

4Note that even though we have mainly studied documents that are automatically generated from LATEX sources, initial experiments show that
the Planetary system is equally applicable to other sources. In particular, the XML+MathML sources of Proceria Computer Science provided by
Elsevier to the EPChallenge finalists could be integrated into the system after an afternoon’s work.
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3.3. Semantically Supported Discussions and Refereeing189
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Figure 6: RDF Graph of a Discussion Thread about
a Mathematical Definition (using our STEM-specific
argumentation ontology)

We are semantically enhancing discussions with our previously190

developed argumentation ontology (which includes extensions to191

STEM-specific argumentative primitives) [28, 14]: Users can indi-192

cate categories for forum posts and fine-grained relations between193

forum posts and documents, or between posts and other posts. In194

particular, the argumentation ontology defines what types of prob-195

lems apply to what types of STEM knowledge items (e.g. a declara-196

tion of a mathematical symbol can be ill-formed, but not invalid, as a197

proof could be), and what types of solutions apply to these problems198

(e.g. renaming a definition that a reader does not understand is less199

likely to solve the problem than providing an example for it).200

The discussion facility is an application of our “ontology as API”201

approach introduced in Section 2.4, in that the discussion forum user202

interface uses such information from the ontology to guide users who203

want to write or reply to a post, and additionally reuses the documen-204

tation of the argumentation ontology as context-sensitive online help for the discussion forum user interface. As the205

argumentation ontology is editable inside Planetary, any community running a Planetary site can adapt it to their206

preferences, e.g. by defining new types of problems and solutions from their particular STEM subdomain, or refining207

the existing ones.208

Adding versioned references [29] (facilitated by the TNTBase storage) allows incremental document/content com-209

mons development and commenting workflows to be managed in distributed teams. Building on the Planetary sys-210

tem’s user management, we can extend this into a localized refereeing feature.211

3.4. Program Fragments and Semantic Literate Programming212

OMDoc and STEX have been used to deal with semiformal [15] and formal software engineering, but support for213

programming in the Planetary system is still lacking. The main problem to solve is that of modeling the scope of214

program fragments relative to background theory, e.g. in Computer Science papers. When that is solved, we will215

have a basis for “semantic literate programming”, which can be supported by semantic services. To this end, we are216

currently working on integrating the notion of “biform theories” [30] into OMDoc for a more principled support of217

program fragments at the formal and semantic levels. Given this, we can make program fragments in a programming218

language L executable via an “universal OpenMath L-Machine”, a web service which accepts an L-fragment f and219

arguments a1, . . . , an encoded as OpenMath objects (i.e. in the form in which they occur in the documents that appear220

in the content commons), executes f (a1, . . . , an), and returns the result as an OpenMath object. With this web service,221

program fragments will be executable in analogy to formulae (see the services discussed in Section 2.2).222

3.5. Management of Change223

Keeping document collections consistent in the face of changes induced by development is a grand challenge in the224

STEM disciplines. Even though published documents are considered immutable, changes do occur especially in the225

development of STEM knowledge. It is a long-standing assumption that the semantic annotations in documents that226

drive the machine-supported interaction can support automated change impact analyses at the same time. Generally,227

any change in a semantic object (say a definition) induces an impact on all objects that depend on it. In [31] we have228

taken first steps of integrating a change impact analysis into the editing and management workflow of the Planetary229

system by establishing a flexible interface that allows to deal with impacts. One limitation of the current integration230

that we want to alleviate in the near future is that our integration currently assumes a single-user mode of operation.231

The main conceptual problem to be solved here is how to deal with propagating changes by “other authors”. For that232

we plan to build in the notion of versioned links proposed in [29] in addition to our TNTBase versioned storage.233
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3.6. Integration of Scientific Data and Provenance234

So far we have been mainly concerned with infrastructures for abstract and theoretical sciences. Papers in the235

natural sciences need an infrastructure for dealing with experimental and measurement data. We have already dealt236

with foundational aspects of experiments in [32]. For dealing with data aspects at the semantic level, we plan to build237

on the SACHS system [33, 34], our semantic user assistance system for spreadsheets, which understands spreadsheets238

as active documents with respect to a background ontology in the content commons. We plan to integrate the “se-239

mantic illustration” technology [35] originally developed for SACHS into Planetary, directly implementing its user240

assistance [36] into Planetary functionality, and generalizing the data handling and provenance functionality for sci-241

entific data. We conjecture that this will yield an integrative enabling technology for transparent, semantic embedding242

of data. When we additionally combine this with the executable programs feature from 3.4, we can document the243

computation steps that aggregated the data reported in papers from their experimental foundations and open them to244

experimentation for the user.245

3.7. Planetary Pit Stop246

Finally, users need to manage interface complexity (not all services are interesting to all users) and want to con-247

tribute their own services. We will build an “app store” for semantic services that hides the complexities of installation,248

shadowing, and removal.249

4. Conclusion250

We have presented the Planetary system as an example for the Active Document Paradigm (ADP) – semantically251

annotated documents connected to a content commons accessed through an adaptive document player – and as an252

answer to the challenge of creating “executable papers”. We have shown the initial feasibility of the concept in253

a variety of publicly available case studies [3, 21, 37, 38]5. Details on the system are available in the Planetary254

developer forum [39]. In particular, see the EPCsystem page [26] for more information and [40] for a sandbox255

installation of the system.256

The Planetary system addresses all of the challenge categories. Concretely:257

Executability is achieved by an extensible and configurable collection of semantic services that can be embedded into258

documents. In particular, code can be made executable via external computation machines, and computational259

experiments can be repeated and varied (via the same mechanism). Where the functionality of a service depends260

on ontologies, the user community can customize the service by customizing the ontology inside Planetary.261

Short and long-term compatibility is guaranteed by usage of open standards in representation formats and proto-262

cols (XML, RDF/RDFa, OpenMath, MathML, XQuery, SPARQL, XHTML, SVG) supporting a web service263

framework, and hence operating-system-independent. Of course, Planetary can export monographs, collec-264

tions and even entire libraries both as PDF (inactive documents) or in the EPUB eBook format.265

Validation and in particular human refereeing and scientific validation can be facilitated via an in-text discus-266

sion feature. Moreover, documents can be automatically validated via semantic services, e.g. automated SI-267

dimensionality checking.268

Copyright/licensing is represented by fine-grained RDFa-based metadata annotations in STEX and OMDoc, which269

are maintained over the presentation process. So they can be used for filtering or attribution either on the270

backend storage level (TNTBase, RDF triple store) or in the frontend Planetary system. Together with the user271

management and permission system, Planetary can be extended to enforce compliance. In fact, as documents272

are assembled for the user at view-time they can be adapted to the license status of the user (e.g. it is possible to273

make a document license conforming by leaving out examples that are not licensed to her specific institution).274

Systems As the Planetary system is entirely based on web standards and communicates via RESTful interfaces, it275

is simple to wrap external systems into web services, if we can equip them with OMDoc, OpenMath, or RDF276

interfaces. In fact, that is exactly what runs the unit conversion service in Section 2.2/v).277

5Note that all of these are research systems under constant development, so your mileage may vary.
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Size Even though individual human-written documents are modest in size, journals and encyclopedias can get big –278

consider e.g. the Wikipedia or the arXiv. The Planetary system has been tested on the latter; the underlying279

data stores scale sufficiently for large document collections. Furthermore, the modular and semantic document280

formats accommodate the integration of external data stores via ‘special’ links, which the Planetary player can281

interpret on view, hence keeping the storage minimal and the experience optimal. To the best of our knowledge,282

the semantically transparent integration of data into a document player application is a new feature of the283

Planetary system.284

Provenance comes in various aspects. Data provenance can be specified by the techniques for semantic integration of285

data fields. For instance we can specify units (as OpenMath objects) and computations to obtain the displayed286

data from raw data, etc. As all of these are content representations in the documents or the content commons,287

they can be handled with semantic services. The system state provenance (i.e., what actions of the user led to288

the current state of interaction in the Planetary system), can be handled by recording system data (“who did289

what when”) in the metadata store of Planetary. This can be opened to querying the system ontologies we have290

developed for semantically transparent system self-documentation (see Section 2.4).291

An encouraging aspect of this work is that document authors only need expertise in their own domain. In particular,292

no system-level programming is necessary for authors: the semantic representation formats involved act as a high-293

level conceptual interface between content authors and system/service/interface developers. We are convinced that294

without such a separation of concerns, “the next generation of publishing” will not scale enough to become practical.295
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